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**ABSTRACT**

This article explores the links between our roles as academics, advocates, and activists, focusing on our research on treatment decisions for patients in vegetative and minimally conscious states. We describe how our work evolved from personal experience through traditional social science research to public engagement activities and then to advocacy and activism. We reflect on the challenges we faced in navigating the relationship between our research, advocacy and activism, and the implications of these challenges for our research ethics and methodology – giving practical examples of how we worked with research participants, wrote up ‘case studies’ and developed interventions into legal debates. We also address the implications of the ‘impact agenda’ - imposed by the British Research Excellence Framework (REF) - for our actions as ‘scholar-activists’. Finally, we ask how practicing at the borders of academia, advocacy and activism can inform research – helping to contextualize, sensitize and engage theory with practice, leading to a more robust analysis of data and its implications, and helping to ensure dialogue between research, theory, ‘lived experience’, front-line practice, law, and public policy.

It’s August 2017 and we’re sitting in Courtroom 43 in the Royal Courts of Justice in London waiting for the hearing to begin. The case concerns withdrawal of clinically assisted nutrition and hydration from a patient in a vegetative state. Celia is towards the front on a long wooden bench with a sloping shelf in front for holding court bundles, laptop, and notes. Jenny is balancing her notebook on her knees from a bench at the back. Apart from us, everyone present is a lawyer.

It’s a familiar environment for us by now – we’ve attended a dozen similar hearings about life-prolonging treatment for patients in vegetative or minimally conscious states. In addition to our academic study of such processes we have, over time, developed a role in supporting families in getting to, and through, the court system. In several cases, we’ve helped to ensure the case actually got to court - at least in the time frame that it did. Usually we are in court with the family – who ask us to sit with them, sometimes requesting an ‘interpretation’ service, explaining the legal language and procedures, and often asking us to support them with the aftermath (ranging from dealing with media coverage to visiting the hospice, or attending any subsequent inquest).
On this occasion, the family chose not to come but Jenny, who has got to know the parents well, has promised to ring them the moment the hearing concludes. The parents first met Jenny about a year ago, at a research ‘engagement’ evening (involving a book reading and theatre performance based on our research)\(^1\). Several months later they rang asking for help in trying to get their son’s case to court. Jenny attended best interest meetings with the parents, helped draft letters to inform the process, found a specialist unit that would conduct a new expert assessment on their son and sat with them while a conclusive diagnosis was given which confirmed that he has been completely unconscious for over twenty years. Jenny is in court as an informal observer (as members of the public are entitled to be) and will let the parents know afterwards what was said, and the judgment (if we get one today).

Unusually, Celia has a formal role in this case. The application for withdrawal of this patient’s feeding tube has been made by the Health Board responsible for his care. At the suggestion of the Health Board’s solicitor, and with the support of the family, Celia applied to be the patient’s litigation friend - a formal role whereby the patient has someone to instruct lawyers on their behalf. Celia took this on rather than the Official Solicitor (conventionally appointed in this role) so as to prevent further potential delays in what has already been a very protracted process. She has appointed a solicitor and barrister and worked with them to produce a position statement - the formal court document laying out the argument and conclusions of any party to the case. The position statement argues that continuing clinically assisted nutrition and hydration (CANH) is not in the patient’s best interests. This same position is asserted by the Health Board, and nobody has applied to the court with a contrary view.

All the discussions have happened to get the case ready, the documentation is in place, the barristers are ready to present. The judge enters, we rise. The hearing begins.

How did we – two University professors originally trained in Social Anthropology (Jenny) and Psychology (Celia) – end up in this place betwixt and between academic, advocate and activist? We have documented elsewhere\(^2\) the long and tortuous journey towards this court application for this particular patient and his family – a journey which dragged on over two decades. Here we focus on our own role in cases like this, and explore how our engagement with ‘research participants’ developed far beyond the conventional research relationship to become a process of working together to inform, and perhaps to change, outcomes for some patients and their relatives.

---

\(^1\) The book reading was by Cathy Rentzenbrink, author of *The Last Act of Love*, a memoir about her brother’s brain injury. Discussion covered the way the family cared for him at home for several years and their subsequent decision to advocate for the withdrawal of his feeding tube (the ‘last act of love’ of the book’s title). Cathy Rentzenbrink has also contributed as an interviewee to our research (and written about that process within her memoir) and done book readings at a series of events organised by our research centre. The artistic collaborations presented that day (visual art and shadow puppet theatre) were funded, in part by a variety of ‘impact’ funding initiatives and the exhibition event itself was supported by the Arts and Humanities Research Council. A short film about the sort of events we organise showcasing our academic-artistic collaborations can be seen here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEuplCcjGj4

In the sections that follow we first briefly introduce ourselves and our research. Second, we present an account of how our work evolved from the personal, through traditional social science research to public engagement activities and then to advocacy and activism. In the third section we address the implications of the ‘impact agenda’ (imposed by the British Research Excellence Framework (REF) for navigating our way between our academic ‘day jobs’ and our advocacy and activism. We then (in the fourth section) reflect on ethical challenges we faced in the course of our research and advocacy, and their implications for our research methodology, and share some of the resources developed while navigating the ethical issues we faced. Finally, we ask how practicing at the borders of academia, advocacy and activism can inform, possibly transform, academic understanding of what we can do – helping to contextualize, sensitise and engage our theory with practice, leading to a more robust, challenging and challenged, analysis of data and its implications, and helping to ensure dialogue between research, theory, ‘lived experience’ and policy.

1. Introducing the researchers and the research
We are academic social-science researchers who study the treatment of patients in prolonged disorders of consciousness (coma, vegetative and minimally conscious states) and the experience of their families. We are also sisters with family experience of catastrophic brain injury because our sister, Polly Kitzinger, was injured in this way in a car crash in 2009. It was this personal experience which first catapulted us into a focus on this area of enquiry - building on our pre-existing academic expertise which included research on medical communication, social change, evolving technologies and medical/science ethics. As we began to move into this new research area we sought out new collaborations with colleagues from other disciplines within academia (e.g. law, philosophy, economics) and with practitioners in relevant areas of law and medicine with whom we formed early professional alliances and collaborations that have been crucial to the success and development of our research and practice.

Our research can be described as ‘empirical bioethics’ insofar as it ‘seek[s] to use social scientific data […] to inform and enhance ethical analyses of topics of bioethical interest’\(^3\). The core social scientific data we’ve collected consists of 85 narrative interviews with family members of severely brain injured patients – like the patient whose court hearing we’ve described above - who have (or have had) a relative in a long-term coma, vegetative and/or minimally conscious state. (We have also interviewed healthcare and legal practitioners.) The topic of bioethical interest we seek to ‘inform and enhance’ concerns end-of-life decision-making for patients with severe acquired brain injuries who were, or remain, in prolonged vegetative or minimally conscious states. We’ve examined our data to explore in particular decision-making about the ‘feeding tube’ (Clinically Assisted Nutrition and Hydration [CANH]) from the early weeks through to long-term care settings. On the basis of our findings we’ve made a range of suggestions for improvements/changes in law, practice and social policy.

Three key concerns identified by our research findings are as follows.

(a) **Failures when initiating life-prolonging treatment in the early weeks and months after injury to consider the patient’s own likely wishes and/or establish time-limit treatment trials.** Our research found that while most families believed that their relative *would* have wanted the feeding tube (and other life-sustaining treatments) to begin with this was not true for every patient — and yet most families of patients whose disorders of consciousness were very *prolonged* (with the patient surviving in such states for months or years) had encountered no discussion of the options in the early days/weeks after the initial brain injury, nor were they invited to contribute any information about the patients’ likely wishes, or informed about the ‘window of opportunity’ for death at this point - a ‘window’ which might close as the prognosis became clearer⁴. There was also usually no discussion of CANH as a possible time-limited trial — a treatment that might be in the best interests of many patients for a time (allowing them to be sustained while they were stabilised and assessed) but might not have any long-term benefits (e.g. if it was used to sustain them long after it was clear that they were not going to recover to a condition they would have wanted).

(b) **Continuation of CANH and replacement of feeding tubes once patients have stabilised without following best interests decision-making procedures in long-term care settings.** We found vegetative and minimally conscious states are being ‘warehoused’ in long-term care homes with no reassessment of their clinical condition, and no reflection on their best interests. Although some families come to the view that their relative would not want this (and survey evidence shows the vast majority of people report that they would not want to be sustained in a ‘permanent’ condition such as VS/MCS⁵), patients are being kept alive like this for years on end. They are often treated ‘by default’ without taking into account their past wishes, values, feelings and beliefs. Although many people say they would not want to be kept alive in such conditions is very rare for people (in England and Wales) to make ‘Advance Decisions’ recording these wishes in a legally binding form. Once they have lost capacity (in the absence of such an Advance Decision) these patients then cannot give or withhold their consent to medical treatments (because they are unconscious or virtually so) and the law then requires that all treatments given should be in their best interests (s. 1(5) Mental Capacity Act 2005). But both the Mental Capacity Act 2005 and the National Clinical Guidelines on Prolonged Disorders of Consciousness⁶ which should guide proper ‘best interests’ decision making for these patients are widely ignored, misunderstood, or openly flouted in relation to decision-

---

⁶ Royal College of Physicians (2013). Prolonged Disorders of Consciousness: National Clinical Guidelines. (One of us – Jenny – served on Core Executive and Editorial Group of the working party for these guidelines and our research also informed a guide about the role of the family to accompany the main document.) The 2013 RCP Guidance and associated appendices can be downloaded here: https://www.rcplondon.ac.uk/guidelines-policy/prolonged-disorders-consciousness-national-clinical-guidelines
making concerning clinically assisted nutrition and hydration. Our research highlights the importance of implementing current law and practice guidelines and suggests ways in which this compliance might be improved.

(c) Delays in getting cases to/through the courts for decisions about CANH: Until very recently in England and Wales, decisions about withdrawing feeding tubes from patients in PVS or MCS were widely understood to require an application to the Court of Protection. After continuing CANH was found (by the patient’s treating clinician and family) not to be in the patient’s best interests there were often long delays before court applications to withdraw CANH were initiated and they were taking months or years to reach court. These delays – and the apparent need to make a court application in the first place – could be deeply distressing for families and did not always serve (indeed could run directly counter to) the best interests of patients. We analysed the causes of delays and documented the harm caused by mandatory court applications (not only to the minority of patients for whom cases were started, but the majority who never reached court). Our findings led us to conclude that it should not be mandatory to apply to the Court of Protection before withdrawing CANH from patients in vegetative and minimally conscious states.

In foregrounding the experience of families, our findings complement the work of many clinical and legal experts working on serious medical decision-making and mental capacity and including the excellent analyses of those working specifically on prolonged disorders of consciousness (e.g. Wade, Turner-Stokes, Ruck Keene) as well as in broader issues relating to death and dying (e.g. Marsh, Gwande, Mannix) – and of course the moving autobiographical accounts of families themselves (e.g. Spinney, Rentzenbrink).

In addition to publishing academic articles highlighting these research findings we delivered Continuing Professional Development training to a wide range of professionals (including judges) developed booklets, and created on-line training to try to improve the way the system operated. We also suggested changes to law and practice via submissions of evidence, and served on professional committees.

---

7 In December 2018, new Guidance on Clinically Assisted Nutrition and Hydration was published jointly by the British Medical Association and the Royal College of Physicians. (One of us – Celia – was on the core group that authored this Guidance). At time of writing, it remains to be seen whether it will effectively influence practice. The Guidance and associated information leaflets and training materials can be downloaded here: https://www.bma.org.uk/advice/employment/ethics/mental-capacity/clinically-assisted-nutrition-and-hydration


13 http://cdoctraining.org.uk

14 Kitzinger, J, Kitzinger, C (2014) Evidence to: House of Lords Select Committee on the Mental Capacity Act 2005
including the British Medical Association and the Royal College of Physicians. Over and above such activities, over the last few years, we found families approaching us directly for help. It is this last phase of work - our voluntary support of families in relation to decisions about life-sustaining treatment and the research we are publishing on the basis of it – that we focus on here.

2. Four phases: Personal; Academic Social Science; Public Engagement; Advocacy and Activism

We did not set out, at the beginning of our research, to provide support for families struggling with end-of-life decision making – nor would we, back then, have been well-placed to do so. What we wanted initially was to learn from families about what the challenges were of having a relative in a vegetative or minimally conscious state and we saw the process of ‘giving back’ something to our participants (or to others in their situation) as a much more long-term enterprise – one that would perhaps find expression in policy changes as our findings, and the implications of them, filtered from the academic literature into policy and practice. But the more we learnt, the more we found ourselves in situations where it would have felt wrong to simply listen to our interviewees’ stories without at some point (e.g. after the formal interview had ended, or when they approached us for help later) offering to explain medical information they didn’t understand, giving them names of rehabilitation consultants who would be able to provide the definitive diagnosis they craved, or offering to come along to a meeting with medical professionals to support them in articulating their views. After we had published work, and presented some of it in accessible formats, we were also increasingly approached by families (and indeed health care professionals) suggesting that their experience could contribute to our research and actively seeking such support.

Our work with families - and then the case studies based on some of that work - emerged as a result of our increasing expertise in this area (and the visibility of that expertise in accessible formats). It also developed out of the changing experience of research participants who got back in touch (sometimes years after their initial interview) to tell us about their shifting views and experiences and, often, to ask for help. We sought to identify other professionals to assist them, but often ended up doing this ourselves, because of a clear gap in service provision that we were able to fill.

For clarity we present our research in four phases – capturing in broad brush strokes how the research evolved over time, although in fact it is less discrete and linear than this summary makes it appear.

Phase 1 (2009-2011): Personal Case Study

We launched our research as a direct result of our own family experience. In 2009, our sister, Polly Kitzinger, was catastrophically brain-injured in a car accident and was in a prolonged disorder of consciousness for around two years. This led to an intense engagement in the ethical, medical, legal and practical issues. We assumed...
from the outset that, since Polly was unable to speak for herself, the most important ethical consideration was to establish what Polly would have wanted in this situation – and that the role of those who knew and loved her would be to speak on her behalf and represent her views. We were shocked by our experience of how the evidence we presented to clinicians about what Polly’s views would have been were ignored and over-ridden. The first year following her accident was focused on Polly as we fought to have her voice heard, consulting widely with experts in the field, reading extensively about disorders of consciousness (including the ethical, philosophical, sociological, historical and legal literatures to help inform our thinking), documenting the existing law/guidelines (e.g. the Mental Capacity Act 2005) and seeking to gain what influence we could on how she was treated (e.g. Jenny applied to become Polly’s court-appointed welfare deputy).

In the following year, we also put in a complaint against the Health Board - and eventually received an acknowledgment and apology that there had been a failure to comply with the Mental Capacity Act. We were also involved in two court hearings about Polly’s treatment (details of which we cannot publish without being in contempt of court) and we went on to write up (part of) our experiences in academic form positioning our experience within a broader historical, philosophical, ethical, medico-legal context. We gave a series of talks (e.g. to history, philosophy, and clinical audiences – each chosen to help us learn from inter-disciplinary and cross-sector perspectives), and we made international contacts and also began to explore ways in which end of life decisions for patients in prolonged disorders of consciousness were managed internationally (e.g. Celia spent a term in the US as a visiting scholar at the Hastings Bioethics Centre and Yale University Centre for Interdisciplinary Bioethics). We also published a blog post on a leading bioethics site.15 In writing and speaking about Polly we have had to navigate legal constraints (contempt of court) and ethical issues (e.g. Polly’s inability to consent, and the effect on other family members) and the effect on ourselves (e.g. absorption into a deeply painful issue). This will be explored as part of a paper we plan to develop about ‘insider research’ (building off our earlier poster presentation16).

Personal stories are a powerful way of communicating the issues involved and we are still frequently asked to talk about Polly in conjunction with our presentation of research findings and policy implications (e.g. most recently – in 2018 - the BBC1 ethics discussion program ‘The Big Questions’ and on Radio 4’s flagship ‘PM’ program in an interview with Eddie Mair17). These, in turn, seem to effect public understanding and action – e.g. the interview on Radio 4’s PM programme led to a huge spike in calls to the Charity ‘Compassion in Dying’ and downloads of Advance Decision forms from their website.18

---

15 www.thehastingscenter.org/m-polly-and-the-right-to-die/
17 http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p05sk9qk
18 Two days after the interview was broadcast, the Chair of the Trustees of Compassion in Dying wrote to inform us that it had led to a 400% increase in calls to their help line compared to January 2017, more than 10,000 website page views and 200 Advance Decision downloads. (email 4th January 2017)
Phase 2 (2010-2013): Social Science Research: Large-scale in-depth narrative interview study

At the time of Polly’s accident we were both university professors and we’d worked on a range of policy-relevant topics throughout our careers: child sexual abuse, HIV/AIDs, and emerging medical technologies (Jenny); lesbian and gay psychology, same-sex marriage rights, and trauma after childbirth (Celia). We both feel strongly that research can play a part in contributing to social change and that it should challenge human rights abuses and injustice. Both of us had embodied in our scholarship and in our activism the feminist maxim that ‘the personal is political’. For example, Celia’s doctoral research on ‘the social construction of lesbianism’\(^{19}\) was a feminist response to psychology’s attempts to pathologise and/or depoliticise her lesbian identity; later she campaigned for the formation of the Lesbian and Gay Psychology Section (now the Psychology of Sexualities Section) of the British Psychological Society\(^{20}\), and was a litigant, with her wife, in a test case at the High Court for the recognition of overseas same-sex marriage\(^{21}\). Jenny’s doctoral research on child sexual abuse followed her feminist activism in helping to set up one of the first ‘incest survivors’ refuges in the UK; her research projects on HIV/AIDS were closely linked with her social and political commitments in the early stages of the epidemic; and this link between the personal and the political continued through her work on issues such as cancer, genetic research and nanotechnologies. The long-standing intersections between our personal lives, our activism and our scholarship, and the ways in which these played out in public arenas, meant that we had engaged seriously from an early stage in our research careers with questions of ‘objectivity’ (vs ‘subjectivity’) in science, considering the relationship between researcher and researched, and exploring the challenges and affordances of both ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’ research (and the murky boundaries between them)\(^{22}\).

There was a sense of inevitability in our choice (though it didn’t really feel like a ‘choice’) to work together to research how treatment decisions are made for patients in prolonged disorders of consciousness, to find out whether what had happened to Polly was commonplace or an exception (had she/we just encountered particularly poor practice?), and what could be done to prevent this kind of harm happening to other patients and their families. Around a year after our sister’s accident we decided we felt able to conduct formal research looking at other families’ experience of the treatment of their relative. We engaged policy maker, clinical and legal stakeholders (e.g. in a Wellcome Funded two-day seminar at the outset of this phase) and started to audio-record interviews with other people with experience of having a relative in a long term vegetative or minimally conscious state. Our research has, from the outset, involved connections with research participants that went beyond the research context – e.g. our first research participants were people we met via our own social contacts after our sister’s accident, including ‘at the bedside’ in wards (see ‘method’ section, ftn 4). Recruitment was then expanded (clearly


\(^{20}\) https://www1.bps.org.uk/networks-and-communities/member-microsite/psychology-sexualities-section/history-psychology-sexualities


declaring the fact of our own family experience) such that most of our subsequent interviewees were encountered for the first time in interview and there was no on-going relationship with most of them beyond the formal research processes. However, some chose to stay in touch e.g. updating us about developments, approaching us for advice and/or requesting second, or even third interviews – sometimes years later - to talk about changes in the patient’s condition or in their own thinking and experience. We developed a fairly standard protocol for informed consent and research ethics for this project – approved by our respective Universities (then, York and Cardiff) – and standard information and consent forms for our participants.

**Phase 3 (2013-2014): Public Engagement: Filming interviews and developing the healthtalk.org resource**

Our ‘healthtalk.org’ initiative (collaborating with Oxford University)\(^{23}\) introduced a new approach to interviewing. We video-recorded interviews and asked for consent to use selected video-clips as part of this on-line resource. At this point our earlier ethics permission/protocol (from our own universities) was supplemented by the ethics protocol initially developed at Oxford University’s Department of Primary Care Health Sciences approved by NHS Berkshire Research Ethics Committee. Working to this new ethics protocol we ensured that interviewees had an appropriate level of informed consent and control over how their interviews appeared and how they were described (e.g. signing off on a summary of their story). Interviewees reviewed not just the use of their own material, but also often commented on the site as a whole, and several came to the launch event for the resource and have stayed in touch, with a clear interest in our evolving work. Two family members (previous interviewees) were important members of the Steering Group for this project, which also included a leading brain surgeon and neurorehabilitation consultant, and a representative of a national brain injury charity. Our online resource won a number of awards (from the ESRC, the British Medical Association and from Cardiff University) and these facilitated further applications for (mostly internal) ‘impact funds’ helping us to develop online learning tools, run events (e.g. book readings, art exhibitions) and other translations of our work into ‘engagement’ materials/events which reached out to families, publics and practitioners. We also spoke about our work on the media (appearing on radio programs such as ‘Inside the Ethics committee’\(^{24}\)).

**Phase 4 (2016-ongoing): Advocacy and Activism ‘Case work’ and ‘case studies’:**
The fourth (current) phase of our work was not planned. In some cases it evolved spontaneously out of the interview research and our ongoing contacts with interviewees. In other cases it was initiated by families who approached us volunteering their stories and asking for support (sometimes on the advice of doctors or lawyers, sometimes because they had encountered our work through our online resources, ‘engagement’ activities or via open-access academic publication or media work). The majority of families who’ve contacted us believed their relative would NOT want ongoing treatment and that clinicians were failing to take this into account in ‘best interests’ decisions about them. However, we have also been contacted by family members who believe life-sustaining should continue and that ‘best interests’ procedures were not being followed in that direction. We were happy to support

---

(This was supported by impact funding from the Economic and Social Research Council and support in kind from the Oxford University Health Experiences Research Group and the Dipex charity)

\(^{24}\) [http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b07m7n0g](http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b07m7n0g)
families in either case – our focus always being on ensuring good practice (i.e. following the law and, in particular, ensuring that information about the patient’s values, wishes, feelings and beliefs was properly considered in making treatment decisions about them). In practice, we ended up working as volunteer advocates and developing ‘case work’ with a wide range of families.

The support we’ve provided as part of our case work has been in large part determined by the shape and size of the ‘service gap’ for these families. It includes a wide range of activities ranging from supporting families to write letters, through to helping their relative get appropriate assessments or treatment – see box 1.

Box 1: Examples of the support we have provided to families via ‘case work’

- listening empathetically to the anger, frustration, grief and despair often expressed by these families, and showing that we understand (sometimes through reflecting on links with our own personal experience);
- asking questions that might challenge assumptions (e.g. concerning family members’ guilt about having ‘made the decision’ for life-prolonging treatment to continue or stop);
- exploring with families how much of the distress associated with having a relative in a prolonged disorder of consciousness is common across families’ experience – not linked to individual psychology – and how much of its source lies in systemic failings in the system.
- identifying, celebrating and building on families’ strengths as they try to do the ‘right thing’ by their relative;
- informing families of the patient’s legal rights (something they were often unaware of before – with their initial position coming from a ‘moral’ sense of the patient’s rights rather than necessarily knowing the legal framework);
- explaining the procedures that should be followed to determine the ‘best interests’ for the patient (a term families have sometimes never heard before), including the importance of considering the patient’s own wishes;
- explaining the families’ role and responsibilities in relation to determining ‘best interests’ (including explaining that ‘next of kin’ have no special legal status to ‘make decisions’ for their relative);
- making contact (at families’ request) with commissioners and providers of care for the patient, and raising issues with policy makers, in order to inform them of their legal obligations (or supporting clinicians to do so) and chasing up delays and trying to progress appropriate best interests decision-making processes;
- engaging with diverse family members to help explore or explain issues (including mediating for family members in conflict with one another);
- supporting family members in their input into, and understanding of the processes involved (including accompanying them to sessions where diagnostic tests were conducted on their relative, results given, or decisions about treatment made);
• outlining options and talking about palliative care (often we found families had not been told there were options or, even if they had been, little (or sometimes misleading) information had been given about palliative pathways and the dying process)\textsuperscript{25};

• signposting families and professionals to expert legal/medical input as necessary (including putting families in touch with pro bono legal support and putting care providers/commissioners in touch with independent expert medical assessors);

• signposting family members to counselling/psychology resources (e.g. via GP, Stroke Association);

• signposting family members to religious/ethical advice e.g. putting one family in touch with a hospital Imam from another city with experience of advising families on end of life decisions;

• reviewing and giving feedback on documentary evidence for the court (e.g. letters about the patient’s prior expressed views) and offering guidance on how to process applications to court as efficiently as possible (a novel and intimidating procedure for many involved);

• providing support for family members in preparation for and during court hearings (explaining the procedures, translating technical terms into ‘lay’ language; helping them manage potential journalistic interest);

• supporting families as their relative dies (with both practical and emotional aspects e.g. as they accomplish their relative’s move to an appropriate hospice, witness a sometimes uncertain and protracted dying process, experience mixed feelings about the death, or go through the funeral and the coroner’s inquest);

• supporting families when they talked to journalists or appearing alongside them to provide research context in discussions of their case (e.g. on the BBC2 ‘Victoria Derbyshire Show’, 23 Sept 2016)\textsuperscript{26}.

• providing practical guidance to families who want to use their experience to create change for the future – to help other families others like them e.g. via social media campaigns, fundraising, or making representation to the professional medical or government bodies about the changes needed\textsuperscript{27}.


\textsuperscript{26} For an example of a discussion of this case see https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-37444379

\textsuperscript{27} For example, we wrote to the Welsh Cabinet Secretary for Health, Wellbeing and Sport and provided a pre-publication copy of our case study of one family’s experience (their son was kept in PVS for over two decades without a review of his best interests) see Kitzinger, J. & Kitzinger, C. (2017) Why futile and unwanted life-prolonging treatment continues for some patients in permanent vegetative states (and what to do about it): Case study, context and policy recommendations. International Journal of Mental Health and Capacity Law. 24: 129-143. www.northumbriajournals.co.uk/index.php/UMHMLC/article/view/687

This led to a meeting with the Deputy Chief Medical Officer, followed by the Minister making a public commitment to ensuring that the care of VS/MCS patients in Wales was reviewed, instructing the Chief Medical Officer to write to every Health Board in Wales to assess the potential number of cases in Wales and to seek assurance that their diagnosis, care and treatment was being undertaken in their best interests. This also led to the setting up of a Task group to make recommendations for improvements in practice in Wales. See Statements on the Welsh Government website by Vaughan Gething on 1st October 2017, 30th Jan 2018 and 8th December 2018 (e.g https://gov.wales/about/cabinet/cabinetstatements2018/diagnosisandtreatmentofpermanentvegetativestate/?lang=en)
We recognize that elements of this work can - and maybe should - be done by others, including case managers, Independent Mental Capacity Advocates (IMCAs)\textsuperscript{28}, counsellors/psychologists, neuro-navigators, brain injury charities, doctors, and lawyers. In practice, families are left without many elements of this support and where such support is offered it is often fragmented and poorly designed for this group of families, who need joined-up support usually over months or years.

Our published case studies (so far there are three) emerged out of the case work we were doing. They were not part of a formally defined ‘research project’. We had no funding, and no predefined research questions or protocols. We simply wanted to write about these cases because we learnt a lot from them and they have important implications. Working on and writing about cases in which we have been involved in this way has raised challenges, since they did not fit straightforwardly into our ‘day jobs’ as academics (section 3), nor did they fit traditional ethics protocols (section 4).

3. Advocacy, Activism and the Impact Agenda
The effect of the ‘impact agenda’ in British universities, and the increasing expectation that our research should have relevant and measurable social or policy outcomes, means that more academics are likely to find themselves involved in research of this type. This involves some practical challenges – for example, what is the responsibility of academics to follow through when members of the public approach them for support as a result of their university-funded engagement activities? Where do the boundaries of ‘university approved’ academic impact end and one’s own commitment to advocacy/activism begin? How do we navigate the value (or not) placed on such activities and our relationship with colleagues and our universities?

Most of the case work we carried out (until October 2017 when Celia resigned from University of York) was ‘on top of’ our full-time academic professorial jobs. Our university managers were/are enthusiastic supporters of our work insofar as it results in high quality outputs and can be used for REF impact case studies, but the amount of time and energy devoted to supporting individual families in the ways described above does not fit straightforwardly with an academic job. We defined most of it as ‘voluntary work’ to be done outside our paid employment – but, to be done effectively, we needed flexibility to attend key events (court hearings, for example, are not scheduled with reference to our university teaching schedules). We found ourselves working extremely hard, juggling externally scheduled support work activities (like the need to be in court on particular dates) with competing commitments timetabled in the workplace and we were both dependent on the understanding and respect for our work from our colleagues and employers. Jenny was met with full support from both her immediate colleagues and from senior management within Cardiff University, but Celia had a very different experience at York. Indeed, this situation was particularly detrimental to Celia who was assessed for and refused promotion (in the same year that she was awarded a Lifetime Achievement Award by the British Psychological Society) on the grounds of

\textsuperscript{28} We benefitted from an ESRC IAA award allowing the secondment of an Independent Mental Capacity Advocate (IMCA), Jakki Cowley, who was able to work alongside us for six months (with much mutual learning and support). She took on some of the labour that we might otherwise do (e.g. in the Briggs case, supporting family members to write statements, accompanying them to ‘best interests’ meetings, supporting them at court cases, and going with them to TV studios).
insufficient “citizenship” activity - attendance at Departmental meetings having taken second place to attendance at best interests meetings and court hearings. Unfortunately, “advocacy seems a poor fit with prevailing metrics for evaluating academic performance”29 – at least with the way in which some University managers interpret it. Celia resigned from University of York as a direct result of being refused promotion and is now an Honorary Professor in the Law School at Cardiff University and delighted to be connected with a School with so many other clearly socially-engaged projects (e.g. the Transparency Project30).

4. Practical Ethics at the Boundaries of Research, Advocacy and Activism
The ethics of working at the borders of academia/advocacy/activism means developing ethical practice in ways that go well beyond those currently formulated by professional bodies such as the British Sociological Association or British Psychological Society, or by university-wide ethics committees or review boards. Others have commented on the distinction between procedural ethics’ (approval from relevant research ethics committee) and ‘ethics in practice’ – the everyday ethical issues that arise in the course of doing research31, including the blurring of role boundaries and management of multiple identities32 when one is not only a researcher, but also a member of the group being researched and a support-person for families. In this section of the article we try to articulate some of the nuts and bolts of ethics-in-practice in our research.

4.1. Self-care
Despite commitment to our case work, and the sense of being useful it brings, it can also leave us feeling emotionally drained and exhausted – and it often means we are ‘on call’ at evenings and weekends. Like ‘sensitive’ research more generally the work can be demanding and stressful33. There are additional costs and benefits – and complex dynamics - for us as ‘insider researchers. We are aware of the need for ‘self-care’ and each of us has put strategies in place. At different points in our research we’ve both received counseling. We also debrief with, and support, each other. We are massively sustained through the research process by evidence that we are making a difference – to individual patients and their families, and to law and social policy. Researchers in other areas have commented on the extent to which ‘making a difference’ is a key coping strategy e.g. for researchers investigating sexual violence this included: breaking the silence around sexual abuse, assisting research participants in accessing services, working with participants and communities for safer environments, developing policy and programs, and writing34.

30 http://www.transparencyproject.org.uk/about-us/
More recently we have sought out non-managerial supervision from an experienced counsellor to help to ensure that we deliver the best support possible, and that our focus remains firmly on what is right for each individual patient and family, and that our work is sustainable and we do not ‘burn out’ after what is now, almost a decade of working in a very difficult field.

4.2. Managing multiple roles: personal involvement, advocating for patients and/or families, being researchers, being activists

Families who approach us for support often know a lot about us before making contact with us (e.g. from what they’ve been told by whoever referred them and/or by looking at our website and the online open access academic publications or resources we’ve produced). We try to make sure they know, where relevant, that we have personal experience of fighting for our sister’s life-sustaining treatment to be withdrawn and have written extensively on other families’ experiences of this and we always refer them to our cdoc.org.uk website to get a more rounded picture of what we do, as well as to the healthtalk.org resource if they’ve not already found it. In response to feedback from a Cardiff Ethics Committee about our emerging research ethics, we adapted and consolidated the individual emails we had developed ‘on the hoof’ when family members approached us for help, and used these to create a standard document in which we explicitly spell out the kind of support we can offer and the terms on which we are offering it.35

We’ve also developed our own guidelines to manage issues of confidentiality, making it clear that we will share information with each other but will seek written permission before sharing the views or experience of one family member with others in the same family. Confidentiality is especially crucial when we are also discussing the case with the treating clinician or family lawyer (who may have been the person who put the family in touch with us in the first place) – or with other members of the clinical team, independent experts, and so on. We are also clear that we will not use any information shared with us in our privileged support role without the consent of the person who gave it to us. We make explicit to families that we are offering support with ‘no strings attached’ in the sense that our support is not contingent on any expectation that they would be willing to participate in our research. At the same time, we want to reserve the right to comment on cases in the public domain. Serious medical treatment cases in the Court of Protection are heard in public and can be attended and reported (usually subject to reporting restriction orders which require confidentiality) by journalists, academics and anyone else who wishes to attend. This means it is open to us to write up a case study based only on publicly available information without the consent or involvement of the family – and we also make this clear to them. Latterly we’ve also learnt that it is important to make clear that we don’t have time to write up all the cases we work on: some families have been disappointed that we have not reported their stories.

4.3. Publishing case studies and what information we use (and don’t use)

In point of fact we have not published anything about most of the ‘case work’ we’ve been involved in – in part because we’ve not had time to do so given the intense time pressures on us as a result of the case work. Ironically this has meant watching others analyse and publish cases about which we have much more information.

35 www.cdoc.org.uk/your-info/
When we have published case studies, we’ve always also interviewed the family (and sometimes professionals involved in the case as well) and negotiated with families and with professionals involved whether and how to use the information we’ve gained from non-public sources. We have also engaged in extensive pre-publication consultation with the parties involved. Each of our published case studies draws from different sources as follows:

- **Case Study 1:** “When ‘Sanctity of Life’ and ‘Self-Determination’ clash: Briggs versus Briggs [2016] EWCOP 53 – implications for policy and practice”\(^\text{36}\). This article is about the Paul Briggs case. Along with the IMCA, Jakki Cowley (seconded to Cardiff University for 6 months thanks to ESRC Impact funding) we were involved in helping the patient’s wife, Lindsey Briggs bring this case to court (and, with Lindsey Briggs’ full support, we live-tweeted the court case). However, this article draws only on the publicly available published judgment. It does not use our experience of the prolonged and difficult process of getting the case to court – we simply have not had time to write such an article (although we have the family’s support to draft such a piece). The existing published paper does not draw on any knowledge or context from our support work – and could have been written about any publicly heard case by anyone attending it, without the involvement or consent of the family. As we say in the article, we simply use our “experience of supporting families, advocating for patients and training healthcare professionals in similar situations” to give context to our reading of the judgment. We argue that it helps us ‘to consider the implications of the published judgment for policy and practice with patients in prolonged disorders of consciousness and their families’.

- **Case study 2:** “Causes and consequences of delays in treatment-withdrawal from PVS patients: a case study of Cumbria NHS Clinical Commissioning Group v Miss S”\(^\text{37}\). This article, unlike the Briggs article draws not only on the published judgment, ‘but also on the two authors’ involvement in supporting the family (before, during and subsequent to the court hearings) as a result of their academic and policy-related work in this area. This includes conversations with the family and with members of the clinical and legal teams, and observations in court’. Our prior work with the mother of Miss S followed the approach outlined above (e.g. early on mentioning the possibility of writing about her case and later asking her for an interview). She, and everyone else involved, was “provided with the opportunity to give feedback on it and consent has been obtained for all direct quotations.” In addition: “Because we draw on detailed notes made during our attendance at the [public] court hearings, we shared a draft with the two judges involved in the case, neither of whom has objected to its publication. The family members involved (S’s mother, brother and daughter) fully support the publication of this article and the use of their words. Miss S’s brother, for example, wrote: “I am more than happy for my quotes to be used”, adding, “I really appreciate the fact that you have used [a particular quote]” [email to authors] and Miss S’s mother stated: “I seriously hope that the whole case is eventually in the public domain as [we] have nothing to hide or be ashamed of [and, without public discussion] nothing will change and other families will probably experience some
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of the devastating aspects we had to endure” [email to authors]. The patient herself, ‘Miss S’, lacked capacity to give consent—but members of her family believe she would have wanted it made public.”

- **Case study 3:** “Why futile and unwanted life-prolonging treatment continues for some patients in permanent vegetative states (and what to do about it)”³⁸ This article is “[based on interviews with the patient’s parents, and the court decision]” (this is the court case described at the beginning of this article). In addition, “We contextualize this in relation to our work with 85 family members of patients in disorders of consciousness and ask why, despite guidelines, policies and statute concerning ‘best interests’ decision-making, thousands of PVS patients are similarly maintained in England and Wales without any formal review of whether CANH is in their best interests”. In the ‘Methods’ section we describe how we supported the patient’s parents in bringing the case to court but state explicitly: “Although this much broader experience undoubtedly informs our understanding and approach to this research, we have not explicitly drawn on it in this article and we have not used any privileged information gained as part of our role in advocating for the patient or his family.” The parents would have preferred that their son’s name had not been used in the published court judgment, and were very concerned about media publicity. In negotiating publication of our article with them, we agreed not to use their son’s name, notwithstanding that it was already in the public domain.

4.4. Navigating dialogue and pressures at pre-publication stage

In each case study the families involved have been very supportive of publications – and where any deletions were requested by family members (e.g. as outlined above) we’ve fully understood and complied with their requests. We have found it harder to navigate some less supportive reactions from professionals - academic reviewers, editors, legal/clinical practitioners or policy-makers – and found some of their comments less easy to understand. In the article about the Briggs case, for example, our original submission to the journal included interview and fieldwork data – but on the basis of feedback from the editor and reviewers (for whom this seemed to be unfamiliar data), we excluded this material from the published version, at the cost of some important analytic and policy-relevant points. In the case study of Miss S, our statement that the judges did not ‘object’ to the articles publication obscured the difficulties we had with one of the judges involved in this case who responded (via his clerk) to our email quoting what he’d said in court and explaining that we intended to publish it with a suggestion that we might be in contempt of court. We were only able to resolve this by seeking help from our legal contacts in the Transparency Project, who confirmed that the hearing was held in public and we were permitted to quote from it. In the third case study, we express our gratitude towards the key figures involved who provided valuable comment on the draft – and describe how seriously the case was taken by practitioners and policy makers; we do not write about the fact that sharing the draft led to some criticisms and pressure not to publish from those indirectly implicated in some of the problems the analysis exposed. It is instructive that each case study encountered at least one challenge at the point of sharing the draft (or sections of it). This is a further consideration when

---

developing work at the borders of academia and activism: these challenges are time-consuming, anxiety-provoking, and can be difficult to resolve.

5. From advocacy to activism: Pushing forward case law and legal change.
Our advocacy for individual families taught us a great deal about the practical problems in the way the medico-legal system operates in practice for patients in prolonged disorders of consciousness – the sticking points where ‘best interests’ breaks down, nobody is identified as a decision-maker for a particular patient, responsibilities are diffused and denied, and the system falters and fails. A great many of the problems, as we’ve described in our published work, were ‘unintended consequences’ of the apparent requirement that patients in PVS or MCS must be referred to the court before life-prolonging treatment can be withdrawn in their best interests. We documented the delays and obstructions associated with the legal process – and we contributed to policy discussion about necessary changes (e.g. via a Working Party on Practice Direction 9E, chaired by Celia which reported to the Court of Protection Rules Committee – and PD9E was eventually withdrawn in December 2017.

The cases we’ve been involved in include some of the key case law in this area which have helped to clarify and move forward the way in which such cases are dealt with. We provided information and support to the daughter (and attended the court hearing) in the first case in which a judge declared that it was not in the best interests of a minimally conscious (as opposed to vegetative) patient for CANH to be continued (Re N [2015] EWCOP 34). (The daughter is also one of our research interviewees). This case was ground breaking but it was widely interpreted – in ways perhaps not intended by the judge – as limited to patients in MCS who were in deteriorating health as a result of a degenerative disease (multiple sclerosis in N’s case) and hence for whom there was no hope of ‘recovery’. The circumstances were very different in the case of Paul Briggs (Briggs v Briggs [2016] EWCOP53] – see our article on this case described above – since he had been injured in a road traffic collision and (in the view of the clinical staff) still had the possibility of recovering to higher level of consciousness, notwithstanding that he would still be severely physically impaired and reliant on others for all the activities of daily living. The judge’s decision that life-prolonging treatment could be withdrawn from a minimally conscious patient with the potential for further recovery, and the basis on which that judgment was made, was a landmark decision in the area of prolonged disorders of consciousness. We attended – and live tweeted – the court hearing, and one of our articles was handed by the family’s barrister to the judge at the beginning of the hearing.

We also supported the family in the case of Mr Y (An NHS Trust v Y – [2018] UKSC 46) which definitively settled the issue of whether there was a requirement for every decision about CANH- withdrawal from vegetative or minimally conscious patients to be approved by the court. In delivering the Court’s decision, Lady Black rejected the notion that there is no such mandatory requirement: “If the provisions of the MCA 2005 are followed and the relevant guidance observed, and if there is agreement upon what is in the best interests of the patient, the patient may be treated in accordance with that agreement without application to the court”39. The earlier cases

– in which we had been involved – were cited in the Supreme Court as key case law. Our research was also cited in submissions to the Supreme Court, and specifically referred to (read out loud to the court) by Counsel for the Official Solicitor. Subsequently we were called on by journalists to comment on the final judgment (including appearing on the main evening news bulletins for BBC and Channel 4). In other cases, we’ve supported families in complaining about delays in cases reaching court, and –since the development outlined above – worked with families to ensure that it is possible to move ahead with treatment withdrawal in accordance with the guidelines, without making an application to the court.

We believe that our research and our involvement with families has supported the development of case law and improvements in the way that courts deal with these cases. It also specifically helped to inform the removal of Practice Direction 9E and the Supreme Court decision that the law does not require mandatory court applications in such cases. Through our work with the British Medical Association core group on CANH we’ve been able to provide positive input in shaping the new guidance, including contributing a training podcast (posted on the BMA website40) which explains to doctors how families should be consulted. It is clear from the approaches we are now receiving from families and from clinicians that these developments are supporting timely and more patient-centred decision-making, with a proper focus on the best interests of the patient.

Our work as academics, advocates and activists is now inextricably linked. Our research questions arise out of the case work we are doing. For example, we’re now talking with health care professionals about issues of ‘conscience’ and ‘conscientious objection’ – and developing e-learning tools about this41. We decided to do this as a direct result of having attended a ‘best interests’ meeting at which the treating consultant and a palliative care consultant informed the family that it would be ‘unethical’ and equivalent to ‘euthanasia’ to withdraw a feeding tube from a profoundly brain injured patient whose family believed he would not want life-prolonging treatment. These issues of conscience were rarely explicitly declared in the early days of our research and declaring conscientious objection appears to have become more common since law and policy have been more explicit about the fact that treatments can only be delivered to non-capacitous patients if they are in their best interests.

Although the ethical (and practical) issues of being academics thoroughly imbricated in advocacy and activism can sometimes be complex and challenging, it would seem to us impossible – even if we wanted to - to retreat now into an ivory tower of disengaged bioethics research! This does not mean that we think we should do this all the time in relation to all of our research, nor does it mean we think other academics should all do this! The aim of this article is not to be prescriptive – but we hope it may – in exploring some of the challenges and opportunities of working across these boundaries - invite dialogue with others working in this way and be of some support to those considering developing their work in such directions.

***

40 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yw66KHs1g_0&feature=youtu.be

41 See the e-learning resources developed out of our research, informed by new guidelines and refined through the understanding ‘case work’ gave us of challenges on the ground: http://cdoctraining.org.uk